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I.

AI/Cognitive Computing: the Future is Arriving.

Here are the observations and forecasts of leading authorities on the advent of cognitive
computing as a business solution (including one for law practices).
A.

“The main driver for global cognitive computing market is increasing trend of large and
complex data-set. This complex data is available in various form such images, video,
and natural language. These data-sets cannot be processed with help of existing big
data analytics systems, hence business organizations are turning their heads towards
the cognitive computing.” MarketsandMarkets

B.

By 2018 half of all consumers will interact with services based on cognitive computing on
a regular basis.” International Data Corporation (IDC)

C.

“By 2018, over 50% of developer teams will embed cognitive services in their apps (vs.
1% today), providing U.S. enterprises $60+ billion annual savings by 2020.” IDC

D.

“By 2018, 40 percent of outsourced services will leverage smart machine technologies,
rendering the offshore model obsolete for competitive advantage.” Gartner, Inc.

E.

“Cognitive technologies are delivering measurable value to enterprises across multiple
industries. Now is the time to engage these technologies and to frame how best your
organization will capture the value these technologies are creating.” Deloitte LLP

II.

What Drives Cognitive Computing?

A.

The Problem and the Opportunity
1.

The birth of technology proved we could develop tools that would simplify the
physical demands of our lives. However, most data is unintelligible and
unstructured.

2.

Today our challenge is to make sense of the vast amounts of data created in the
world around us – a growth that has far outpaced our ability to consume it. The
ability to synthesize information from across domains of knowledge will
profoundly alter professions such as the legal profession.
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B.

The Solution
1.

C.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an over-arching term that includes methods,
algorithms, and technologies that allow computer systems to perform tasks that
require human intelligence.

The Structure of Cognitive Computing
1.

The Elements

2.

The Capability
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3.

D.

Video (to be shown at Conference)

How Do You Know You Have A Problem That AI/Cognitive Computing Can Solve?
1.

Business of Law vs. Practice of Law. Here are the metrics to evaluate whether
an AI solution will advance the interests of the law firm and its client (other than a
law department):
a.

Does it deliver a tangible business value to the client?

b.

Are there identifiable key performance indicators by which to measure the
quality of the outcome?

c.

Is there an articulable ROI to the user?

d.

Do you avoid the unauthorized practice of law?

e.

Does the AI solution ultimately offer “rapid time to value”?

f.

Does the tangible business value and “rapid time to value” translate into
profitability and cost recovery to the investor/user?
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III.

Case Study: the Human Cognitive Functions performed by Watson Legal:

IV.

Evaluating the Case for AI/Cognitive Computing: Suggested Criteria

A.

Client Organizational Benefit

B.

C.

1.

High: Provides clear and significant financial return on investment.
quantitative/qualitative benefits.

Defined

2.

Medium: Provides positive return on investment. Metrics are established, but
less quantifiable.

3.

Low: Metrics unclear with little or no clarity into potential AI business case.

End User Benefit
1.

High: Presents direct process improvement that transforms end user experience.

2.

Medium: Drives an enhanced user experience, but does not adequately address
all existing pain points and challenges.

3.

Low: Impacts the experience of end user, but not a strong fit for cognitive
technology.

Strategic Alignment
1.

High: Correlates directly to organization’s leadership’s strategic initiatives.

2.

Medium: Maintains some tie in to individual leadership goals, but does not have
much visibility for overall leadership teams.
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3.
D.

Low: Does not represent an area of future emphasis or growth for organization's
stakeholders.

Speed to Implementation
1.

High: Allows an AI solution to be implemented in <6 months. Data is accessible,
in ingestible format, and plentiful.

2.

Medium: Provides the feasibility to launch an AI solution in 6 −12 months.
Manageable integrations and data curation.

3.

Low: Data is siloed and difficult to integrate. Solution requires 18+ months to
implement.

V.

Examples of Best Use Cases

A.

Outside Counsel Insights
“Outside Counsel Insights” is an AI tool marrying structured billing data to unstructured
narrative task descriptions contained within legal invoices and reduces overall annual
outside counsel spend by:

B.

1.

Automating manual invoice review processes to detect billing anomalies.

2.

Producing insights into trends and patterns that demonstrate the quality of
outside attorney performance, resulting in outcome and price consistency.

3.

Producing benchmarking insights at the case and line-item level that establish a
reasonable level of effort for repeatable legal tasks; in turn, this evidence
provides companies with evidence to justify fixed-fee pricing arrangements with
outside counsel versus hourly billing schemes.

Early Case Insights
Most law departments and law firms struggle to efficiently locate and contextually
operationalize historical work product. “Early Case Insights” is an AI tool that can read
everything a law department or law firm has preserved in order to identify the nuanced
qualitative variables that resulted in success or failure in past matters in the context of
current needs, and surface insights about, for example:
1.

For law departments, it identifies historical work product created by outside
counsel in the context of their present needs.

2.

For law firms, it identifies historical work product created for individual clients in
the context of their present needs.

3.

For both, it identifies leading indicators that a matter is likely to settle and for
what amount, and for insurance companies, it identifies leading indicators that an
occurrence is likely to become a claim and should be triaged for settlement.
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C.

Pricing and Profitability Analysis
Law firm clients express consistent frustration with the fact that, while they hire law firms
for the particular quality and nature of their expertise, receiving an accurate projection of
costs is a challenge, despite the large volume of past case data that law firms possess.
1.

AI can streamline the budgeting process by analyzing the firm’s repositories of
past structured and unstructured case and billing data.

2.

Through AI, one can “train the solution” to identify the key features that impact
costs and predict the likely cost of future matters in context, incorporating new
information dynamically and improving over time.

3.

Also, one can train the solution to identify the key features that impact expenses
associated with each matter to identify areas for performance improvement or
strategy improvement, thus enhancing profitability.

VI.

What’s Current and What’s Next?

A.

Legal Blockchain: Current Transaction Capabilities with Legal AI

B.

The Path Ahead: Cognitive Legal “Cartridges”
1.

Trained by experts, the cartridges will capture the way an expert reasons and will
apply such learned reasoning to your data.

2.

Provides analyses across vast arrays of criteria to transform decision-making.

3.

Harnesses vast bodies of knowledge for application to the criteria in a specific
case.
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